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FIVE FOLLOWS

Apparently, cigarette
smoking is back.
You can use this tray
for ash, or trinkets
if you’d rather just nod
to the ‘trend’.
⬤⬤Full dose porcelain
tray, £40, from
Jonathan Adler at
Selfridges

EDITOR

SPLURGE

Are we facing a
champagne shortage
on top of everything
else? No matter,
these colourful coupes
will work just as well
for cocktails
⬤⬤Campbell Rey X
Laguna B Cosimo
coupe glasses, £210 for
two, at Matchesfashion

SPLURGE

Somewhere to
rest your drinks
while you’re busy
doing something
else. Lighting a
cigarette, perhaps.
⬤⬤Marble side
table, £275, at
Six The Residence

The Crafts Council’s annual selling
show Collect, for contemporary craft,
returns to Somerset House this week

Catch the
Finnish
ceramic artist
at the fair
(yes, this is a
ceramic piece,
not textiles)

Find the
historically
inspired ‘After
Alhambra’ vases
at the Cynthia
Corbett Gallery.

@crystal
latimer_art

Is it the lifting of restrictions, a packed-out LFW or
the mysterious Vibe Shift? Eleanor Cording-Booth
picks chic homewares to help you party hard

Tassel-trimmed
‘Keepsakes’
comprises
artfully arranged
vintage cowgirls,
cheetahs and
flora.

SPLURGE

A retrospective of Dave Benett,
the king of party snappers,
heralds a new era of decadence
⬤⬤Carla Bruni by Dave Benett,
1992, Archival CType Print, 2022,
Edition of 3 plus 2 artist’s proofs,
£9,300, JD Malat

@batit
_studio

Showing at
Collect Open,
Isreali artist Tal
Batit’s ceramic
smileys offer a
burst of
optimism.

@kente_glass

SAVE

SAVE

If ever there was
such a thing as a
classic olive, a can
of Perello would
be it. Line your
stomach in style.
⬤⬤Perello olives,
£2.60, at Ocado

Anthony
Amoako-Attah’s
sculptures glisten
like glass but flow
like fabric. One of
five Brookfield
Properties Craft
Award finalists.
Natalie Wall

£3.25m west London cottage hides very big secret

E

ven though it is on a pretty
street in an exclusive (and
expensive) west London
enclave, an asking price of
£3.25 million for this
modest-looking cottage seems
extreme.
Surrounded by townhouses, North
Lodge sits in its own garden and next
to a park. But what appears to be a
diminutive period bungalow hides a
secret — a vast underground lair
hidden beneath the front garden.
At 1,108sq ft the basement excavation has more than doubled the size
of the iceberg property, making it
one of the largest in the street. But
aside from skylights running down
either side of the garden, the
subterranean addition is completely
hidden from the outside world.

The house in Barons Court
has three bedrooms on the
ground floor as well as a
smaller room that could be
used as a study or fourth
bedroom. There are also four
bathrooms and an open-plan
kitchen-dining room plus a
small living room.
The basement is currently
used as an overspill living
room for the property,
currently a holiday rental and short
let that is also available to rent for
£10,000 per month.
But Harry Anthony, head of lettings
in Knight Frank’s Fulham office, said
the basement, with its high ceilings
and skylights, could be used for a
variety of purposes by the next
owner or tenant.

Tip of the
iceberg: the
modest period
bungalow
conceals a
vast finished
basement below
the garden

“There’s a huge amount
of space,” he said. “It’s very
unique to see a basement
of that size in a four-bed
house of that size.
“The ideal owner would
be someone creative who
could put their own stamp
on it. The space could be
used as a record studio, a
gallery space, a yoga studio,
a huge gym or even as a
games room. It’s also perfect for
someone who wants privacy.”
The house has off-street parking
and is a short walk from Barons
Court Tube station. It is close to the
Queen’s Club, where locals can score
tickets to watch some of the world’s
best tennis players compete in the
annual championships.

The Gardener’s
Notebook

By Jermaine Gallacher

@marianne
huotari

@amyjayne
hughes

Just one thing

Add instant disco shimmer with a
lampshade you’ll want to wear.
⬤⬤Silver tinsel chandelier,
£34, at Meri Meri

Inside man

#collectlondon

George Hudson picks
the plants that will flower
first in London for
early spring blooms over
the next few weeks

Insta marketplace buys are no way to furnish your
home, but finding treasures can be a pleasure

I

S THERE a supermarket, fashion
brand or e-commerce platform left
that hasn’t branched out with a
homeware line yet? Instead of socks
they now sell sconces, and vests
have been replaced with vases. The
pandemic accelerated this shift: where
millennials once flaunted their
individuality via their clothes, now
they signal their impeccable taste
credentials via their homes.
I’m certainly not in a position to
judge on that front, but I do think
there’s a problem emerging with the
shortening life cycle of interiors trends.
This is readily facilitated not only by
every high street chain store and fast
fashion website, but also by a growing
clique of Instagram sellers offering
one-stop shops for the latest trendy
trinkets, or what I like to call “landfill”.
I’m sorry to burst anyone’s bubble but
trust me, this is no way to shop.
The catastrophic environmental
impact of fast homewares is a big issue
here, but for me there’s an even bigger
aesthetic one, too. Who wants their
home to look like it fell off last month’s
trend pages? Not me. I shop around
for one-of-a-kind pieces that you just
can’t find at a one-stop online design
shop. Forget late-night swipe-and-click
binges in bed, I much prefer getting up
before dawn for a frosty morning at
one of London’s many fantastic
antiques markets and car boot sales.
My fellow furniture fanatics will have
my guts for garters if I give away too
many secrets — we’ve all seen how
oversubscribed the Tuesday antiques
market at Kempton Park racecourse
has become — but I can tell you I’ve
found many a treasure at Chiswick car
boot on the first Sunday of the month.
Pimlico car boot is also decent and is
on every Sunday. For the best market
finds, get there early, bring cash and

MATT WRITTLE

MID-RANGE

Prudence
Ivey

prices are rising? Partly it’s that secondsteppers with homes of their own to sell
have settled, post stamp duty holiday and
‘race for space’, says Lawrence Bowles of
Savills. They’ve been replaced by city-flat
hungry first-time buyers who, by definition,
don’t have properties to put on the market.
Buying agent Camilla Dell says the
current market dynamics are also putting
off would-be downsizers who can’t find a
property but are reluctant to rent for fear
prices will run away from them. Property
analyst Anthony Codling meanwhile sees
no evidence of a drop in sales. In his view
“it’s a case of homes flying off the shelves
rather than the shelves being bare”.
One thing everyone agrees on is that
whatever the cause, the effect will be
continuing price rises. Dedicated shoppers
may have a long wait on their hands.
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‘All saved up
with nothing
to buy’

It’s an age-old shoppers’ dilemma. You’ve
finally got money to burn and an idea of
what you’d like to spend it on. But you
scour the high street and the furthest
reaches of the internet and there’s nothing
you want to buy. We’ve all been there, but
usually the item in question is a pair of
shoes, maybe a coat or a party dress. In the
normal course of things, the barrier to
buying a home in London is money, not
that Goldilocks can’t find the perfect pad.
Of course I am not dismissing the plight
of swathes of Londoners for whom the
barriers are still resolutely financial (I hear
you, I am you). But those with money —
and there are plenty — are not being put
off by a 0.25 per cent interest rate rise, nor
by a chunky 7.8 per cent increase in asking
prices. Instead they are finding themselves
stymied by a lack of homes to buy.
But why would people not be keen to sell
when buyers are chomping at the bit and
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The in thing: from left, Mario Kardana’s Hackney Road shop, and Lant Street Wine

Who wants
their home
to look like
it fell off
last month’s
trend pages?
Not me

make sure you’ve got change and
smaller notes if you want to haggle.
If early starts aren’t for you, get to
know a few dealers who share your eye
— you’ll pay a bit more, but what you
lose in pounds, you gain in hours in
bed. They are usually knowledgeable
and often eccentric personalities
and can source pretty much
anything your heart desires.
I’m especially fond of Mario
Kardana — you won’t leave
his Hackney Road shop
empty handed. Also in
east London is Toby Ziff
at Two Poems’ London
Fields showroom. He
has a scrumptious
selection of smalls.
And what’s the point in
having a column if you
can’t plug yourself? Pop
down to my showroom on
Lant Street this weekend
where I’m hosting a sale
of old and new designs along
with Lant Street Wine, which
will be selling bargain bottles. A
weekend of design and wine —
what could be better?

February never fails to
surprise me. The arrival of
spring feels earlier each year
— indeed, there is evidence
that shows it has crept
forwards by about a month
over the past 40 years.
Londoners are among the first
in the country to experience
the joy of winter’s wane when
forgotten plants and flowers
re-emerge. Below are some of the
most interesting plants that wake at
the first sign of warmth.

DAPHNE This is the botanical name
for a number of early-flowering
evergreen shrubs, with heavily
fragrant flowers. Generally compact
in size, they are ideal for a small urban
space. Daphne odora is the most
readily available, but with a little
research and online digging, you’ll
find my favourite, Daphne pontica,
with creamy green flowers. Plant in
partial shade and clay soil somewhere
you walk past regularly to make the
most of the scent.

First up:
Mediterranean spurge,
top right, and inset,
winter heliotrope
carpet of heart-shaped leaves. They
do best in slightly damp soil, but as
long as there is plenty of organic
matter available they’ll thrive.

What to buy

Now is your last chance to buy and
plant bare-root trees and bushes
such as apples, pears, plums or
berries. Bare-root plants are great
value for money but need planting
immediately. For organic-grown
fruit trees check out walcotnursery.
co.uk. Gooseberries and currants
are your best bet for a shadier
space.

What to do

Above masses of teal leaves are the
fluorescent green flowers of
Mediterranean spurge (Euphorbia
characias subsp. wulfenii). It is
ubiquitous in London due to its
drought tolerance and ability to grow
in the harshest conditions.

Begin to think about sowing
slow-growing plants such as chillies
and aubergines, but if you’re using a
windowsill hold off on anything else
for at least a month. Lack of light
and cold outdoor temperatures will
result in leggy plants that will
struggle outside. Seeds are precious
— sow once, sow right.

WINTER HELIOTROPE If Jurassic

Where to go

MEDITERRANEAN SPURGE

Park is more your thing, then the pink,
alien-like flower spikes of the winter
heliotrope (Petasites fragrans) are for
you. Endemic to the UK despite their
unusual appearance, they are great
for pollinators and emerge above a

If you need a colour fix, there is no
better place than the Orchid
Festival at Kew Gardens. The
psychedelic display is in a
glasshouse so can be enjoyed on
the wettest of days, until March 6.

